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         James Watt 2019                       Gregory’s Room Activity

Gregory’s Room 
This list of the items or inventory from Gregory Watt’s 
bedroom at Heathfield House in Handsworth. Gregory 
was 13 at the time. It would have been written with a 
feather quill. 

Read the original list, checking with the printed list 
overleaf. Analyse the primary source by answering the 
following questions. 

• Why was a small stove a necessary item? 

• There are two types of wood noted in the inventory.            
Name them both. 

• The columns on the right of the inventory show the 
value of the items in pounds, shillings and pence. 
What item is of the highest value? 

• The inventory refers to a small looking glass. What 
is an alternative word? 

• Did Gregory wash in this room?  How do you 
know? 

• What kind of item do you think the “small ship” is? 

• What is the value of the curtain and the carpet when 
added together?
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Sketch what you think a ‘red boardered Scotch blanket’ 
might have looked like.

GREGORY’S ROOM 1791 

Small Stove……………………….   £   12 
Wire fender 
Bed stead plain mahog y pillar    2 2 
Yellow and white check bed & window curtain  3 
Mahog y Bookcase and desk glazed doors 
4 Mahog y chairs 
1 Oak dressing table       12 
Small looking glass       10 
Carpet        1 
Feather bed bolster and 2 pillows 
2 pair of red boardered scotch blankets 
1 under blanket and 1 printed bed cover 
1 counterpane 
Wash hand stand bottle and basin 
Small ship 

GLOSSARY 
Mahog y (Mahogany) - A reddish, brown hardwood often used in 

furniture making 

Bolster - A long, thick pillow 

Counterpane - Bedspread 

Boardered (bordered) - To put an edge around something 
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